Care instructions
Care and protection of motorcycle gloves
Dear Customer,
Thank you for placing your trust in our product. Please use these instructions
for protection of your motorcycle gloves. The Louis Team wishes you lots of fun.
With proper regular care, your motorcycle gloves will give you long and reliable service. Many of you experienced bikers will have
come to love your trusty old comfortable, worn-in motorcycle gloves and wouldn’t dream of trading them in for just any new pair!

1. Please waterproof your new gloves before wearing them
for the first time. This is essential to protect against 		
moisture stains and increase dirt-repellency.
2. After using your gloves, dry them at room temperature.
Do not place them on a radiator and do not expose
them to strong sunlight. Do not wring out wet gloves or
squeeze them too vigorously.
3. Soiled smooth leather should be cleaned with a cloth or
sponge. Only use clear water or water with a little
washing-up liquid or special leather cleaner.
Do not use harsh solvents like white spirit, cellulose
thinners or turpentine!
4. Rub the leather dry with a towel. Then treat your gloves
with a special leather proofer or grease.
5. Napped leathers (suede, nubuck) should not be greased
and only rarely wet cleaned. Dirt should preferably be

Care tips:		

7. Once they are dry, gloves should be treated with a dirtand water-repellent textile/leather proofer.
You can also have your gloves professionally cleaned at a
dry cleaners. Please always follow the instructions on the
sewn-in care label!
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6. For textile gloves with a membrane, always follow the
instructions on the care label. As a rule, gloves with a
membrane can be washed by hand in cold water using a
special detergent. You should avoid soaking them
completely, as they are difficult to dry again. Damp or
wet gloves which have any leather should never be dried
on a radiator, in direct sunlight or similar heat sources,
as the leather will become brittle. Never tumble-dry your
gloves.

Bleaching

One way to ensure that you get the most out
of your clothing is by taking good care of it.
This summary of the key care icons, found on
clothing labels, will help.

Normal wash cycle

removed with a dry brush; a special brush can be used to
raise the nap on shiny spots.
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The degrees indicate the maximum wash temperatures – they should not be exceeded. Some materials
require gentle, mechanical cleaning
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If you have any questions about the product and/or these care instructions, please contact the Louis Technical Centre by fax on: +49(0) 40-73419358 or by e-mail: technikcenter@louis.de
We will be pleased to provide prompt assistance. This is the best way to ensure that the product is used correctly.
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